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On the business side of the hospital is a team of people who believe deeply in the
patient services they provide. “We are not on the nursing floor tending to patients or
practicing medicine, but we are collecting from the proper payers to sustain that,” says
Connie Graham, business office director.
“It’s a ministry. Our team is committed to helping patients feel better when they
come to the business office by treating them the way we would like to be treated at a
business.”

Connie Graham

Business Office Director
Curiosity sparked Connie Graham’s progress over 25 years
in the hospital business office and her rise to department
director. “I like to know how processes work from A to Z.
When you know details you’re better at finding answers. You
always feel there’s a way to better help patients on payments
and financial matters, Graham said.”
It’s the tough, hard-to-solve questions that come her way
these days as she oversees a staff of three coworkers who
handle billing, collections, and insurance company filings.
Graham held each of these jobs before becoming business office director. She also
performs the accounts payable function and takes care of vendor’s needs. She’s been
through at least three computer system upgrades and has qualified as a “super user”
(lay instructor) in hospital software programs.
In the Leon community, Graham has been bookkeeper for the Leon Water District
for 30 years. She worked for a number of years as secretary of Leon School. When
the district closed in 1993 a school board member told her about an opening in the
collections department of the hospital.
“It was exciting and different work. I was very thankful. I remember my interview
with the administrator Richard Barker. He said, ‘This is a democracy. We prioritize God,
family, and work and find the balance among them.’ The hospital lived by that then and
we still try to live by it,” Graham said.
“Everyone here is family,” she added. “When one hurts, all hurt.”
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